In the redirected walking fields, there is a high demand for planning the redirected walking techniques and applying them to physical environments with obstacles. Such techniques are mainly managed using three kinds of methods: direct scripting, generalized controller, and physical-or virtual-environment analysis to determine user redirection. The first approach is effective when a user's path and both physical and virtual environments are fixed; however, it is difficult to handle irregular movements and reuse other environments. The second approach has the potential of reusing any environment but is less optimized. The last approach is the most expected and highly versatile but has still not been developed enough. In this study, we propose a novel redirection controller using reinforcement learning, which has advanced plannability/versatility. Our simulation experiments showed that the proposed strategy can reduce the number of resets by 20.3% for physical-space conditions with multiple obstacles.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the increasing popularity of virtual reality (VR) technologies, such as a head-mounted display (HMD), there is a growing trend in exhibitions where users can walk around freely in immersive virtual environments (IVEs). To walk through a virtual environment (VE), many methods have been proposed and applied so far. One of them involves tracking the user's position and reflecting it onto his/her virtual position in a VE. However, to replicate IVEs through such a system, an equally large physical space is required.
To overcome this problem, redirected walking (redirection) was proposed, which compresses a large VE into a real room, which could be significantly smaller while maintaining the sense of real walking [1] . Numerous redirection techniques have been proposed so far such as rotation, translation, and curvature gains. However, it is next to impossible to freely walk around a VE by using only these individual methods.
Therefore, redirection controllers that apply optimal redirection methods at optimal timing have been proposed. Redirection controllers are classified roughly into three types: scripted, generalized, and predictive controllers [2] . Scripted controllers are used for corresponding tracked space with VR space, as determined by the developer in advance. Although this method is most effective when a user walks along a predetermined route, it cannot deal with unexpected movements. Generalized controllers guide a user's walking route to specific patterns in a physical space. Although both these methods are highly versatile and adaptive to various walking paths, the optimal method is known to differ depending on the spatial arrangement of VEs [3] , [4] . Predictive controllers are used for analyzing the tracked space and VE and predicting the walking path of the user to perform appropriate redirection operation at the appropriate time. Much research has been conducted to analyze the spatial composition of a VE and plan effective redirection techniques [5] , [6] . However, these methods were not developed adequately for practical use. In particular, there is a need for new methods of coping with cases the presence of obstacles in a physical space.
Meanwhile, recent studies have encouraged the possibility of applying reinforcement learning (RL) to many fields, such as board games [7] , robotics [8] , and autonomous car [9] , by the development of deep learning in recent years. Thus, it would be natural to try to use deep RL (DRL) to control redirection.
Therefore, in this study, we attempted to construct a novel generalized redirection controller by using RL. It is expected that this novel controller will be able to cope with an environment with obstacles, without the need for individual adjustment. The contributions of this work are as follows:
1) Optimization and implementation of a conventional general purpose controller for an environment with obstacles 2) Proposal and implementation of a novel generalized redirection controller using RL 3) Evaluation of the conventional generalized controller and the RL-based redirection controller in the physical space with obstacles 4) Evaluation of a conventional generalized controller and the RL-based redirection controller in different types of walking paths in VE The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review literature related to redirection and RL. Section 3 describes our new redirection controller using RL. Section 4 describes common algorithms and simulation framework of the experiments conducted in this study. In Section 5, we propose and evaluate a heuristic redirection controller for a physical space with obstacles as a preliminary experiment. Section 6 discusses the and evaluation of operations targeted by the redirection controllers using RL. Sections 7 and 8 present the comparisons of the heuristic redirection controller with the redirection controllers using RL in the physical space with obstacles and in different types of VEs. Section 9 presents generalized discussions of this work. Finally, Section 10 summarizes the contributions of this work and presents future enhancements.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we introduce relevant research on the redirection method, control of redirection, and DRL.
A. APPROACHES TO REDIRECTED WALKING
Redirected walking (redirection) is a methodology used for walking a vast VE within a limited tracked space, was first proposal by Razzaque [1] , and since then, many redirection techniques have been proposed.
A recent survey on redirection provides a comprehensive overview of work in this area [2] . Suma et al. [10] attempted to classify redirection techniques from multiple viewpoints. One of these classifications involves dividing these techniques into subtle or overt manipulations. The advantage of subtle manipulations is that the user does not realize that she/he is being manipulated, and does not prevent natural walking. In contrast, overt manipulations are generally more manageable; the user realizes the manipulation, and the immersion decreases. Subtle manipulations include rotation, translation, curvature and bending gains. Rotation gains can be used to change the amount of rotation of the tracked space and VE when the user rotates on the spot. Translation gains can be used to change the amount of movement of the user in the real and VR spaces. Curvature gains can shift the walking direction by gradually rotating the user during movement; this allows the mapping of a straight walking path in the VE into a circular path in the tracked space. Bending gains can also change the walking direction of the user walking on the curved path in a tracked space by using a method resembling the curvature gains and allows for the mapping of a curved path in the VE to a different curvature in tracked space. The thresholds of these gains are verified through psychophysical experiments. Bruder, et al. [11] evaluated thresholds of rotation gains and found that compared to in the VE, users can be physically turned approximately 30.9% more and 16.2% less. Similarly, Steinicke et al. [12] found that users can physically turn approximately 49% more and 20% less than in virtual rotation. They also found that imperceptible translation gains range from down-scaling by 14% to upscaling by 26%. Regarding curvature gains, studies have suggested that users can be redirected in VEs along the circumference of circles with radii of 22 m [12], 11.6 m [13] , or 6.4 m [13] . Regarding bending gains, Langbehn et al. [14] found that a curvature in the real world with a radii of r real = 2.5 m and r real = 1.25 m can be mapped to a virtually to curvatures of radii r virtual = 10.875 m and r virtual = 4.0625 m, respectively. In some gains, results differ depending on the research; this is assumed to be due to the difference in attributes of participants, experimental procedures, VEs, and equipment used in experiments. Researchers have also reported that the threshold does not change even if the curvature and translation gains are simultaneously applied [13] .
Although performing redirection with such subtle operations is ideal, it is unfortunately not realistic. The user must turn to the center of the tracked space by performing the reset operation when reaching near the boundary of the tracked space. Suma et al. [10] classified these operations as overt methods because they interrupt the user's VE experience in some way. Several methods have been proposed for redirecting users to the center of the tracked space have been proposed, and the most promising of which is called the 2:1-Turn method introduced by Williams et al. [15] . In the 2:1-Turn method, a user is instructed to stop and physically turn, and the VE rotates at twice her/his speed. Thus, the user physically turns 180 • and is rotated 360 • in the VE. Through such an operation, the user can move forward again; however, the feeling of immersion may decrease because one is forced to stop and rotate on the spot [16] . A resolution to this problem is to the display of distractors, such as a sphere and butterfly moving around the user that guides the user to complete the reset operation [16] . However, selecting an appropriate distractor that matches the content in VE may be difficult, and hence this method is not versatile enough. Therefore, these overt operations should be avoided as much as possible.
B. REDIRECTION CONTROLLER
To walk a vast VE freely, the methods introduced in the previous section must be combined at an optimum time. Redirection controllers have been proposed to perform individual methods at the optimum time. Nilsson et al. [2] pointed out that such a redirection controller can be roughly classified into three types.
The first is the scripted controller, which assumes that the user walks on a predetermined walking route. By using redirection techniques in a predetermined place, it is possible to complete the VR experience by using only subtle operations. However, while using scripted controllers, users experience difficulty when deviating from a predetermined course, and redirection techniques must be changed each time the spatial configurations of the tracked space and VE change.
The second redirection controller is a generalized controller. In general, generalized controllers can be applied regardless of the spatial structure of the VE or tracked space, thus retaining high versatility. Various methods such as Steer-to-Center, Steer-to-Multiple-Waypoint, and Steer-to-Orbit have been proposed as generalized controllers [17] . Steer-to-Center is a method to guide users to the center of a tracked space; Steer-to-Multiple-Waypoint is a method to guide users to multiple points; and Steer-to-Orbit is a method of guiding users to a circular walking route whose center is also the center of the tracked space. Some researchers verified the best method for generalized controllers according to the spatial configuration of the VE; they showed that Steerto-Center is effective in nearly all cases, whereas Steer-to-Orbit is effective live users [3] , [4] . However, there is a limit to optimization for specific space configurations, often requiring overt operations such as resetting.
The third controller is the predictive controller, which attempts to perform the optimal redirection operation at the optimal timing by predicting the walking path of the user based on the spatial configuration of the VE and tracked space. Zmuda et al. [5] proposed an algorithm called FORCE as a redirection controller optimized in a constrained environment. Similarly, Nescher et al. [6] presented an algorithm called MPCRed for dynamically choosing appropriate redirection controllers to optimize space and minimize costs. Methods have also been proposed for extracting a walkable route by using a graph or navigation mesh and predicting the walking route of the user to perform a predictive redirection control [18] , [19] . Moreover, Chen et al. [20] tried to apply redirection algorithms to irregular shaped and dynamic physical environments . To improve predictive controller accuracy, Zank and Kunz [18] conducted a research to predict where the user goes. More recently, a kind of machine learning technology called LSTM was also applied to redirection [21] . LSTM is an artificial neural network with the ability to process time series data and make predictions based on them. Using LSTM, This system can predict the user's future path and thus give the corresponding manipulation on redirecting.
In this way, although various trials were conducted for the redirection controller, but it is difficult to select an op-timal strategy when the real space comprises obstacles or has a complicated shape. Therefore, we decided to create a controller that autonomously constructs the optimal strategy when multiple obstacles exist in real space by using RL.
C. DRL
In this subsection, we will briefly explain about RL and methods used in this study.
1) RL
RL [22] , [23] is a type of machine learning, often used in the automatically production of a series of actions, such as robot moving and balancing. Instead of using identifying labels, RL uses positive and negative rewards to evaluate output actions, leading to current environmental result. The use of RL is advantageous in that people who use RL do not need to know the optimal actions required toward goal setting. Some common examples that could use RL as a decision provider are trash-finding robots, pole balancing, GO playing, etc. [23] An RL can often be described as a Markov decision process with a 4-tuple (S, A, P, and R), where S ∈ R n is the observable-state set, A ∈ R m is the possible action set, P ∈ [0, 1] is the probability for the state to transit from s t to s t+1 owing to action a t , and R ∈ R is the reward received after the transition of state. Policy π θ : S → A ∈ R m , is the function that outputs the best action (i.e. the most reward-receivable action) with the current observation of the environment. θ in the policy π θ implies all parameters in the policy. The learning part of RL could be explained as follows:
• Agent observes the environment as state s t • According to s t and learned policy π t , the agent outputs action a t • The environment changes due to a t , and give reward r t is recompensed to agent • (r t , s t , a t ) is recorded into the trajectory memory, and time moves on to t + 1; all the aforementioned steps are then repeated until t max is reached • Agent updates policy π to π * according to the trajectory
2) Learning Methods
There are two common architectures of RL for resolving the given problem: (1) a value-based method and (2) a policybased method. These two methods differs in what RL learn.
The value-based method updates the value (i.e., estimatedreward) function as a reference for the policy to decide which action to take. Q learning [24] is a common value-based method, which stores and updates expected future reward, named the Q value, of every state-action tuple. The value function can be written as:
where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor, which shows the importance of considering the future reward. VOLUME 4, 2016 In contrast, the policy-based method directly adjusts the policy parameter θ. If the policy function π(s, a, θ) is differentiable with respect to θ, we can use policy gradient methods [25] can be used to update θ:
The policy-based method could perform better for a large state or action space (for example, rational number space), as value-based methods must remember all state-action pairs. A famous approach of policy-based method is REINFORCE [26] .
Another method exists that combines the two aformentioned methods: the Actor-Critic method [27] . Actor-Critic method consists of two elements: the Actor, which is a policy that controls the output actions, and the Critic, which is a value function that evaluates the expected return and is used to update the actor. In this paper, we used a variation of the Actor-Critic method as our RL architecture.
3) DRL and Proximal Policy Optimization Algorithm
Deep learning has received increasing attention owing to its satisfactory results in several research fields. It is able to create an approximation of complex nonlinear functions by learning from sufficiently large datasets; this characteristic appropriately matches that of RL, as RL is often used in continuous serial action-deciding problems, such as robot feedback control. In particular, DRL is simply ordinary RL with the learning target (i.e., value function or policy) replaced by deep neural networks.
In this study, a well-known architecture of DRL called the asynchronous advantage actor-critic (A3C) method proposed by [28] was used. In the following, we explain the A3C method by breaking it into three parts.
• Asychronous
Multiple agents work independently in separate environments. After t max time-steps or episodes, separate agents will their own trajectory to update the core neural network. The asynchronous feature speeds up DRL, especially when working on a CPU.
The Advantage term is usually used to update the policy network. Advantage shows the amount of benefits that would be obtained when taking actions. In this study, we considered the estimator used by Mnih et al. [28] :
where the first term at the right-hand side represents the estimated value after T time-steps, and the second term represents the current value. In addition, a generalized advantage estimation (GAE) in proposed by [29] could be written asÂ
while λ ∈ [0, 1] is an exponentially weighted hyperparameter. Equation (3) would be equal to (4) if λ = 1, and δ i is an one-step advantage estimator. • Actor-Critic
The actor-critic part is the same as that previously explained in Section 2.3.2, with one or two deep neural networks receiving state parameters and outputting actions and estimated value.
4) Used Method
To update the neural network part of DRL, a policy gradient method is often used to simulate the policy gradient to perform gradient ascent. In this study, we used a particular policy gradient method called the proximal policy optimization (PPO), which was proposed by [30] . PPO updates the neural network by using the policy loss function (or objective function):
where r t (θ) = π θ (at|st) π θ old (at|st) , is an coefficient that normally ranges 0.1 and 0.3, and A t is the advantage function. In addition, when the update is too large, clipping part clip(r t (θ), 1 − , 1 + ) has its effect when the update is too large, slows the learning process down but with more stability.
As we are using the A3C method, for which the value function and policy are both use a neural network, we considered the value function when updating the neural network by using the above-mentioned loss. The actual loss function would be written as
where c 1 and c 2 are coefficients, L V F t is the square of the advantage term, and S is the entropy bonus for encouraging DRL to explore.
III. REDIRECTION CONTROLLER USING RL A. CONCEPT
The purpose of this novel redirection controller is to perform optimized redirection techniques for arbitrary VEs and tracked spaces as well as multiusers online. Therefore, the RL is applied to learn the redirection controller, with the aim of minimizing negative rewards corresponding to side effects of each redirection technique. In this study, RL was considered because sufficient teaching data on redirection does not exist.
In addition, learning in RL is performed without any specific measures and by providing only rewards.
We selected curvature, translation, and rotation gains during resetting as objects to be manipulated. As input of RL, we provided the user's position, orientation, and distance to the surrounding obstacles (boundaries and other users) in tracked space. When the target was known, we also provided the distance to the target in the VE as input.
B. OVERVIEW OF REDIRECTION CONTROLLER
We attempted to adjust the values of translation, rotation, and curvature gains through RL. Based on previous research on detection thresholds for redirected walking [12] , [13] , the translation gains were limited to the range of 0.86-1.26 and the curvature gains were limited to the range of −0.1333-0.1333 (= 1/7.5) [m −1 ]. The rotation angle during the reset operation can take an arbitrary value from 0 • to 360 • . Generally, in the reset operation, the user stops on the spot and applies the rotation gains while rotating 360 • in the VE, thereby changing the user-traveling direction in physical space. The rotation angles applied in this study can be realized by setting an appropriate rotation gain from 0.5 to 1. The output is one vector normalized from −1 to 1. This vector is converted to translation gains, rotation angles at reset, and curvature gains by multiplying appropriate coefficients.
As inputs, we used position, orientation, distance to surrounding obstacles or boundaries in the physical space, and the previous output vector. The position in the tracked space was normalized between −1 and 1 according to half the length of the room, with the center of the room being 0. Regarding the direction, the angle was normalized between −1 and 1 by dividing by 180 • ; here, the normal facing the center of the room was 0 • . The distance to the surrounding obstacles was observed every 6 • from the user's periphery, as shown Fig.1 , and the observed distances were normalized between 0 and 1 according to the length of the diagonal line of the tracking space. The total input data corresponds to 64 vector observations, including two vectors of the x and z coordinates in the tracking space, one vector of the angle of the user with respect to the center of the tracking space, 60 vectors of the distances to obstacles or boundaries, and one vector of previous output. Fig.2 shows the model of RL used in this experiment. We used PPO [30] of the Unity ML-Agents Toolkit (Beta) [ 
C. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND TRAINING SETTINGS
where ρ t (θ) = π(a t |s t ; θ)/π(a t |s t ; θ o ld) is the likelihood ratio of the recorded action between the updated and original policies. In PPO, the shared neural networks are updated in parallel by multiple agents. The ML-agents toolkit was 1 https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/ml-agents released by Unity Technologies 2 and is run using the Tensorflow 3 background.
We set rewards as shown in Table 1 . We normalized curvature gains (g C ) and translation gains (g T ) by using the maximal values of the gain, then squared it and multiplied it by −0.01ïijŐ The normalized gain is squared to suppress the sudden change of the gain. We also added a negative reward of changing rate of curvature gains, noted as Delta g C , to further suppress sudden changes. For reset manipulation, we set −45 rewards for each resetting at the boundaries and obstacles. In resetting, the rotation angle was not considered, and the reward was uniformly set. To evaluate whether the current position of the agent is good or bad, we added an additional reward term, named near obstacle punish, that cal-culates the difference between the minimum and maximum distances towards the obstacles or boundary of the tracked space around the agent. Note that the near obstacle punish reward increases when the agent nears the center of the tracked space and decreases when the agent is near the boundary or obstacles. The output normalized from −1 to 1 was multiplied by a coefficient and converted into translation gains, rotation angles, and curvature gains as follows. To set the range of the translation gains within 0.86 and 1.26, the coefficient for the output of the translation gains was set to 0.2, and then 1.06 was added. For the rotation angle, the output multiplied by 180 and modulo 360 was used. To set the range of the curvature gains within −0.1333 and 0.1333, the coefficient for the curvature gains output was set to 0.1333. Here, the positive and negative values indicate that the curvature is applied in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions, respectively.
The hyperparameter was tuned manually so that the reward would be maximized. Please refer to the appendix for details on hyperparameters.
As a characteristic of PPO, it is possible to learn in parallel using multiple agents. Thus, we used 16 agents for learning, and the total simulation steps were 16 million.
In RL, the learning time is generally inversely proportional to the CPU performance. By using a PC equipped with an Intel Core i7-8750H CPU, the learning time of these models was approximately 2 h. Additionally, the online execution time of the network was approximately 0.301 ms per frame, which is only 1.81% of the duration of a frame in a 60 framesper-secound environment. This execution time is less enough to run the trained agent in practical VR contents with very low overhead.
IV. ENVIRONMENT SETUPS
This section explicates common algorithms and the simulation frameworks of the experiments. (The framework was used in experiments unless otherwise noted).
A. TRACKED SPACE
In this study, the tracked space is a square room with dimensions of 15 m × 15 m. In experiments using obstacles, each obstacle was set as a cube with a side length of 2.5 m. The obstacles were placed at random positions, and in case of multiple obstacles, it is possible for the obstacles to overlap. In addition, the position of the obstacles was changed every 1000 frames, that is, every 100-m walk of the simulated user.
During the journey, the agent can move freely in the tracked space. However, whenever the agent collides with walls or obstacles, the journey is interrupted and a reset procedure will be performed, in order to orient the agent.
B. WALKING AGENT
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms, a walking agent was designed to simulate how a human would walk in a virtual space. At the start of the journey, a random target destination in the virtual environment is generated, and the agent selects the shortest path toward the target as its walking path. In each simulation step, the agent will first moved 0.1 m along the walking path, and then new values of curvature and translation gains were applied according to the movement result. After the agent has reached its target, the next target was generated immediately to create a continuous journey. In all the following experiments of RL, we used 16 agents in parallel environments while training, and one agent while evaluating.
C. VIRTUAL PATH GENERATION
To allow the agents to continue moving, a new target was generated in the VE would be generated whenever a user reached the current target. We used a procedural random path generator in order to make the agent continue moving during the journey. When generating a new target, we take the user's current position and proceeding direction as references, and set the target position according to different methods introduced in [32] , [33] (see table 2) , where unif (a, b) is a random value from uniform distribution between a and b, and Random is a combination of Exploration small and Exploration large. The maximal length of a journey is 100 km (one million simulation steps.) After the maximal length is reached, the agent terminates his journey, and no new target is generated.
V. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT: HEURISTIC REDIRECTION CONTROLLER FOR OBSTACLE-BASED ENVIRONMENT
Before testing the RL-based redirection controller, we investigated which combination of generalized controllers gives the best result in a multi-obstacle environment.
A. HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS 1) Translation Gains
• Center-based Translation Gain The center-based translation gain (CTG), proposed by [32] , works as follows:
where v center and v targ are vectors pointing toward the center of the tracked space and current user proceeding direction, respectively. The main idea of CTG is to slow down the user when the user is moving away from the center of the tracked space.
• Advanced CTGs We proposed the Advanced CTG (ACTG) algorithm, which is similar to CTG. When the agent is moving away from the center of the tracked space, larger translation gains would be applied to slow down the agent; similarly, smaller translation gains would be applied when a user is heading toward the center of the tracked space. The unnoticeable minimum and maximum thresholds of translation gains were selected as 0.86 to 1.26, respectively, as introduced in [34] . The output translation gain was then calculated as follows:
where α center is the angle between the target direction and the direction toward room center, ranging in (−π, π). This provides a smooth change in the translation gains when the user is changing direction.
2) Reset Algorithms
• Turn-to-Center The 2:1-Turn is the most commonly used form of the reset, and it performs a 180 • turn in reality, which in the VE is a 360 • turn in the VE [15] . However, as reported by Nguyen et al. [35] , by using this method, the simulated user may go back and forth in the corners of the tracked space for a long time. To overcome this problem, Peck et al. [36] directed the user to the center of the tracked space at reset. In addition, Nguyen et al. [35] proposed a method to direct the user to the corner farthest away from the user's position. They named these methods as to-center and to-corner, respectively [35] . As to-center may be mistaken for Steer-to-Center (S2C), we henceforth refer to to-center from now on as Turn-to-Center (T2C).
• Turn-to-Furthest In addition to T2C and to-corner, we proposed a new reset method called Turn-to-Furthest (T2F). Similar to to-corner, T2F will forces the user to face the furthest straight route she/he can walk in her/his current position. As T2F considered the shape of the tracked space and agent's current position into account, it is expected to perform better than T2C and to-corner when there are random obstacles in the tracked space.
3) Curvature Gains Algorithms
• S2C S2C was chosen as the curvature gains algorithm because of its effectiveness in a generalized environment [3] . S2C simply steers the user to face the center of the tracked space by considering the center as most likely being the farthest place from walls and obstacles. We used the algorithm introduced in [37] , which is a modification of Razzaque's original algorithm [1] but more dynamic and versatile.
B. SIMULATION SETUP
We compared four different combinations of the heuristic controllers: the translation gain algorithm was chosen from CTG or ACTG, the reset algorithm was chosen from T2C or T2F, and the S2C was selected as the curvature gains algorithm. We ran each controller in a 100-km journey (one million simulation steps) with 0-3 obstacles. Random path generation was used for the walking path in the virtual space, and we used the count of reset procedure as the evaluation criteria. Fig. 3 shows the number of resets in the each heuristic conditions with obstacles. As shown, the number of resets increases when the number of obstacles increases in all methods, as the reset count becomes two times that when three obstacles are placed. No large difference was observed in zero-obstacle condition; however, in the three-obstacles condition, the methods using T2F performed 20.5% (CTG), 26.8% (ACTG) better than those using T2C. Among the four conditions, the method with the least number of resets in any physical environment was that using ACTG, T2F, and S2C. Henceforth, the heuristic condition is referred to by (ACTG, T2F, S2C). We found that adopting T2F as a reset algorithm in obstaclebased environments reduces the number of resets more than when using T2C. This could be because T2C cannot avoid obstacles near the center of the physical space, while T2F finds the furthest point to turn, other than the center. VOLUME 4, 2016 In addition, the comparison of (CTG, T2F) and (ACTG, T2F) showed that the combination of (ACTG, T2F) showed a smaller number of resets in all environments. Therefore, the most effective conventional generalized controller is that using the combination of (ACTG, T2F, S2C). Hereafter, this controller is called a heuristic controller and will be compared with other controllers using RL.
C. RESULTS

VI. EXPERIMENT 1: REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FOR TRANSLATION, ROTATION, CURVATURE GAINS
To evaluate the effectiveness of RL, we replaced translation gains, reset angles, and curvature gains algorithm in the heuristic algorithm combination with RL individually. We trained and tested the training result against the heuristic algorithm combination.
A. SIMULATION SETUP
We ran each algorithm combination in a 100-km journey (one million simulation steps) for training and evaluation by using random path generation, and recorded the total count of resets. No obstacle was placed in the tracked place. Table 3 shows the algorithm used for each redirection controller. The Heuristic controller uses (S2C, T2F, ACTG), which is the best result in the preliminary experiment. RLprefixed controllers replace one of the curvature, translation, reset algorithms from heuristic with RL, respectively. Table 4 shows the number of resets in the heuristic condition, RL-curvature condition, RL-reset condition, and RLtranslation condition. RL-reset and RL-translation conditions are slightly less effective compared with the heuristic condition, although RL-curvature condition has almost the same number of resets as that in the heuristic condition. Fig. 4 shows the walking paths of the initial 100 m when using the heuristic and RL-curvature controllers. As shown, the RL-curvature controller showed a behavior similar to those of the S2C and Steer-to-Orbit. Fig. 5 shows the translation gains when a simulated user is walking the initial 100 m in the physical space. In Heuristic, partial-RL-reset, and partial RL curvature algorithms, translation gains changed discontinuously, while in the partial-RL-translation algorithm, translation gains oscillated but changed continuously. The same pattern was observed in the initial 100 m and beyond. Fig. 6 shows the average reset angles when a simulated user is walking 100 km in the physical space. The error bars indicate standard variance. In Heuristic, RL-translation, and RL-curvature algorithms, the average reset angles were approximately 180 • , while in the RL-reset algorithm, the average reset angle was below 180 • and had a greater variance than the other algorithms. Fig. 7 shows the curvature gains when a simulated user is walking the initial 100 m in the physical space. In Heuristic, partial RL-translation, and partial RL-reset algorithms, the curvature gains change discontinuously, while in the partial RL-curvature algorithm, the curvature gains oscillated but changed continuously. The same pattern was observed in the initial 100 m and beyond.
C. DISCUSSION
In the unobstructed environment, the number of resets is smaller for the heuristic controller than for the RL-translation and RL-reset controllers. In contrast, the number of resets is almost the same between the heuristic condition in which RL is applied to the curvature gain.
When we applied RL to translation gains and curvature gains, the output gains oscillated. The application of such a sudden change in gains to an actual user may cause awareness of operations and VR sickness to the user. In contrast, when the RL-curvature controller was applied, the walking path in the physical space was smooth and did not show any zigzag.
Hereinafter, among the controllers using RL, the RL curvature controller with the smallest number of resets is called an RL controller.
VII. EXPERIMENT 2: RL-BASED REDIRECTION CONTROLLER FOR OBSTACLE-BASED ENVIRONMENTS
Often there are various obstacles in a physical space. For example, furniture, such as tables and pillars, can be considered as obstacles. These obstacles can have a significant impact on the redirection controller, as shown in section 5. In this section, we compare the heuristic redirection controller and the redirection controller using RL in the physical space with obstacles.
A. SIMULATION SETUP
To verify the versatility of the RL-trained redirection controllers in these environments, we placed obstacles into the tracked space and tested their results. We compared the three conditions of the heuristic controller (heuristic), the RL redirection controller trained in the experiment 1 (non-retrain), and the RL redirection controller retrained in the environment with obstacles (retrain). In the trained model, the controller trained in the physical environment without obstacles was used to evaluate the behavior in the physical environment with n obstacles. In the retraining model, the controller trained in the physical environment with n obstacles was used to evaluate the behavior in the physical environment with n obstacles.
We ran each algorithm together in a 100-km journey (one million simulation steps) for training and evaluation by using the random path generation, and recorded the total count of resets in the evaluation. Fig 8 shows the total count of resets in the heuristic, nonretrain RL, retrain RL conditions. One can observe that though the performances of the three controllers are almost the same when there were no obstacles, the performances differed a lot from each other when obstacles were added. When using the heuristic controller, the number of resets increased by 39.4%, 73.4%, and 110%, respectively, with increase in the number of obstacles increased compared to when there were no obstacles. When using the RL controller trained in Experiment 1, the increase in the number of resets of non-retrain RL controller compared to no obstacles environment was 33.9%, 60.3%, and 91.7%, respectively, and the increase in the number of resets of the retrain RL controller was 23.3%, 46.6%, 67.4%, respectively.
B. RESULTS
When an obstacle exists, compared to a heuristic controller, the RL controller performs better both in the nonretrain model in the experiment 1, and the retrain model in each environment with each path-generating method. Environments with obstacles are more like a real environment than a square environment. Therefore, it can be said that the method that performs better in environments with obstacles is more versatile.
Our results show that the RL-based redirection controllers are advantageous in physical spaces with obstacles, as the number of resets is increasing at a much slower pace than that when using heuristic redirection controllers for increasing number of obstacles.
Even when the controller is not trained in an environment with obstacles, it somehow performs better than the heuristic controller, showing that the RL-based redirection controller has general versatility over different shapes of environments.
VIII. EXPERIMENT 3: LEARNING IN DIFFERENT WALKING PATHS A. SIMULATION SETUP
We investigated how different walking paths affect the result of the RL-based redirection controller. Here, no obstacle was placed in the tracked place. We compared path-generating methods of Exploration Small, Of f ice, Exploration Large, and Long W alk 2) describer in 4.3 by using the heuristic redirection controller, the RL redirection controller trained in the experiment 1, and the RL redirection controller retrained in the environment with various walking paths. We ran these controllers in a 100-km journey (one million simulation steps) for evaluating, and recorded the total count of reset procedure. Fig 9 shows the total count of resets in the four different path generating algorithm conditions. As shown, the number of resets differs considerably in each path-generating algorithm. In comparison to heuristic, the RL method performs better in the Long Walk condition, slightly better in the Exploration Large condition, and worse in the Office and Exploration Small conditions. Table 2 and Fig. 9 , the number of resets increases when the average distance between targets increases. Further, we found out that the effectiveness of the RLbased redirection controller differs depending on the pathgenerating methods. Evaluated by the proportion to the heuristic redirection controller, the effectiveness in ascending order is as follows: Exploration (small), Office, Random, Exploration (large), Long Walk, which is also the average distance between targets in ascending order.
B. RESULTS
As shown in
We assumed that the difference in the effectiveness is due to the average distance between targets, which may affect the efficiency of learning. As an evidence, the newly trained model in Exploration (small) is actually performed worse than the non-retrained model, which is an unexpected phenomenon. This requires further verification of the relevance between average distance and learning efficiency.
IX. GENERAL DISCUSSION
We determined that RL has general versatility and could perform better in environments with obstacles, compared with the heuristic method. The redirection controller using RL has the potential as a general redirection controller. Among the three redirection controllers with single component replaced by RL, the RL-curvature controller showed the best performance, which is almost the same as the heuristic one. There still exists room for improvement, such as replacing multiple components by RL. We take these improvements as our future work.
In the Experiment 2, the model trained in the obstacle free environment showed better results than the heuristic method in the obstacle environments. On the other hand, in the Experiment 3, some relearning models showed worse results than the trained models and heuristics. This shows that the proposed model has an environment suitable and not suitable for learning. There was a tendency for the number of resets to decrease as the distance between targets increased.
Moreover, we applied the output to the gain values; however, one can observe that the output value is very unstable.
Zhang et al. [38] , [39] have investigated the influence of dynamically changing the translation and rotation gains and concluded that the oscillations of these gains lead to VR sickness and awareness of redirection operation. Therefore, it is suggested that the oscillation of the curvature gain also leads to VR sickness and awareness of redirection operation. We will evaluate these effects by further user tests. In our experiments, we set a negative reward for the vibration of the gain to solve this phenomenon; however, other measures may be considered, such as applying a filter to smooth the output. Another simple way to solve this problem is to decrease the decision frequency, which not only smooths the output value curve but also reduces the computation time, and it may lead to quality reduction.
One of the limitations is that you have to learning must be performed according to the environment, but the time required for one learning is approximately 2-3 h, which is less labor than manually adjusting the controller.
X. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a novel redirection controller using RL that can operate online. The proposed controllers can make an optimal plan without prior knowledge of the spatial composition of tracked spaces and VEs. Moreover, the proposed controller copes with obstacles placed in the real space.
We quantitatively evaluated heuristic and proposed redirection controllers through simulations in our experiments. In the preliminary experiments, we verified the most effective heuristic redirection controller in the physical spaces where obstacles are placed.
In the Experiment 1, the effectiveness of the redirection controller using RL was verified by applying RL to a part of the heuristic redirection controller. The results demonstrated that the redirection controllers were able to reduce the number of resets by up to 20.3% against the best heuristic controller. In addition, despite no prior knowledge, the RL controller showed a behavior similar to the S2C and Steer-to-Orbit. However, the output gains by RL oscillated in a short time.
In the Experiment 2, we confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed method in the environments with obstacles. Furthermore, in the experiment 3, we used multiple walking paths in VEs, and found that the number of resets decreases compared to when using the conventional general-purpose controller as the distance to the target is longer. These results suggested that the proposed method is effective when walking long distances in physical spaces with obstacles.
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